
 

Watcher Pro is designed to enable users to monitor your LAN and to allow you to define event and
trap conditions. The software offers full command line interface and gives to user a full control of
your monitoring. With b-t-watcher you can: Launch any programs on your monitored computer.
Configure trap rules to monitor a specific event. Send commands to process programs Configure
event list where you can add any event. Set a program to be triggered by an event. Watcher Pro have
also an advanced tab to help users to configure the most important parameters. bNetSoul Tutorials,
FAQ and News! ArbNetSoul is a Win32 client for the NetSoul inter-users communication system.
This freeware is designed to enable windows users to log on netsoul from home or from epit{a,ech}
lab's. With bNetSoul communication for NetSoul users just became easier. BT Watcher Pro
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Sets the X position of the text cursor in a PDF document. This information is provided by the user via
a key combination, which is used to set the text cursor position. The value of the setting depends on
the operating system. With the special switch, it is possible to deactivate this function. Open the PDF
document to be converted to a PDF image. The cursor position of the PDF document is saved to the
image file. When you close the image, the information is saved back to the PDF document. Use the
PDF image in your document as if it had been created from a text file. PDF to Image is an application
that gives you the possibility to quickly convert PDF documents into graphic files with the JPEG,
BMP, GIF, WMF, EMF, EPS, PNG or TIFF filetype. It enables you to customize image options.
Simple setup and interface After a speedy installation that shouldn't give you any trouble, you're
welcomed by a user-friendly interface made from a large window with a neatly structured layout,
where you can add as many PDFs as you want to the task list, thanks to the fact that batch processing
is supported. Displayed information includes the name, number of pages, password, page range and
full path of each file. Password-protected PDF docs are accepted, provided that you know the keys to
unlock them. Preview PDFs, set the page range, and configure image settings It's possible to preview
page thumbnails in a small embedded frame, remove any entry from the list if you change your mind,
as well as to set the page range of each PDF document if you want to extract odd, even or specifically
numbered pages instead of converting the whole files. As far as output graphic options are concerned,
you can pick the preferred image format, set the DPI and JPEG quality, as well as create images with
the original size or set the width and height in percent, pixels, millimeters, centimeters, or inches.
Evaluation and conclusion It didn't put a strain on the computer's performance in our tests, thanks to
the fact that it required a low amount of CPU and RAM to work properly. Conversion tasks were
carried out fast. No error dialogs popped up and it didn't hang or crash. To sum it up, PDF to Image
comes bundled with practical options to help you put together various types of images from PDF
format. KeyMacro Description:
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